NCITEC-Symposium at the University of Mississippi

February 7, 2013 Anderson Auditorium: NCITEC UM Symposium--
Project presentations by all UM Investigators Re: 2012-2013 NCITEC projects at the University of Mississippi

NOTE: During seminar presentation each UM PI/Co-PI is expected to provide his/her NCITEC project overview and progress to date of the NCITEC project.

Each PI submits a single one-page consolidated status report for the entire project (including investigator names, objectives, expected products, benefits, and research accomplished to date (no financial/accounting info).
These project status reports are posted on CAIT-NCITEC web site as of February 1, 2013.

Date and Time of NCITEC UM Symposium: February 7, 2013 Thursday 4: 5:30 pm
Location: Anderson Auditorium, The University of Mississippi
Purpose: NCITEC outreach and progress monitoring expectations of UM projects.

New 2013 NCITEC/USDOT-RITA grant opportunity to UM faculty/researchers.

This symposium features NCITEC project overview, announcement for 2013 RFP solicitation about new NCITEC/DOT grant opportunity to all UM faculty/researchers, and presentations by all current NCITEC project investigators about their research project accomplishments.
Several university administrators are expected to attend.
(Open to all university researchers in every school with primary target audience of School of Engineering faculty, graduate students, and UG seniors)

Symposium program:

1. Welcome:  W. Uddin and C.E. Chair, Y. Najjar

2. Introductions and brief remarks of University Administrators
   Jason Hale (representative of Provost and VC-ORSP)
   Dean Alex Cheng, School of Engineering

3. Introduction and NCITEC Overview; Dr. Burak Eksioglu, MSU Professor and NCITEC Director

4. Introduction of UM Investigators of 2012-2013 NCITEC projects: W. Uddin

5. Seminars presentation by investigators of each UM NCITEC project (15 minutes for each project)
   Project 2012_24 Ervin
   Project 2012_26 Cao and Goggans
   Project 2012_25 Uddin and Altinakar
   Project 2012_27 Uddin

6. Q & A / Adjourn
Many thanks.

Waheed Uddin, PhD, PE
Professor and NCITEC Associate Director Research
http://www.olemiss.edu/projects/cait/ncitec/
cvuiddin@gmail.com  cvuiddin@olemiss.edu